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The purpose of the “PAUL HARRIS” School of the Sea is to encourage and promote the ideals of

Rotary in those who have a passion for the sea. The School was developed to provide all

Rotarians, Rotaractors, Iforians and beyond with the necessary guidance for joint initiatives to

be carried out both at sea and on land, and which can be networked in Rotary around the world.

Paul Harris Sea School Activities especially encourage young people to have healthy interests,

develop interpersonal relationships, find ways to improve their quality of life, and bring them

closer to Rotary, to engage them and give them a voice and power! The crews and the guys

together navigate with the compass always oriented on the construction of high solid and

lasting moral principles, which revolve around respect for human dignity, inclusion,

understanding and collaboration between people. The strength of the group that fills the

shortcomings of the individual, the individual talent that gives personality to the collective. We

discuss the diversities that make us unique and we collaborate so that it is precisely the

diversities that enrich each other. At sea there are no children who are protected, but subjects

who acquire or strengthen the awareness of being valid as people in everyday life. Ours is a

work of continuous rapprochement between people who see in diversity the energy that is

needed to achieve a mission of civil commitment that has always united us. Clean, healthy



Our Activities represent educational projects that we carry out on board sailing boats, following

a method that has proven its effectiveness over time: adventure therapy.An adventure that, year

after year, mission after mission, demonstrates that at sea there are no walls, all are

indispensable in life on board and can also be on land. Our task is to bring this awareness into

the hearts and consciences of those who do not yet know it. Working together to enhance the

most fragile people, breaking down walls of incommunicability, bridging gaps of loneliness,

doubling garments of indifference.
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The Circolo Nautico NIC has been carrying out an intense sporting activity in the sailing sector for
about half a century, and is fully part of the best and most ancient sailing traditions that are revived
today also thanks to the ever new and more prestigious successes that its athletes have given to the
world of Sicilian, national and international sports.
In the last 5 years it has been awarded every year by the Italian Sailing Federation as the best Sicilian
club for the promotion of Youth Sailing and “Vela d’Altura” (Off Shore Sailing).
It has a Federal Sailing School duly authorized by the Italian Sailing Federation, and boasts a lot of
Glory thanks to a very dense sailing and competitive sporting activity for sailing dinghies and
offshore sailing.
Its athletes are present on the regatta fields in Italy and abroad, defending the colors of the club with
great pride. In the youth sector the boys have achieved prestigious results on all regatta fields.
“Vela d’Altura” (Off Shore Sailing) has always been a source of satisfaction, glory and pride for the
Club.
Several boats belonging to the members of the Club, with crews on board made up of students of the
Sailing School, have achieved brilliant success in prestigious national and international events. This
demonstrates the professionalism and competence of the Instructors who deal with the preparation
of the Athletes and the organization of the Club's Sports Activities, allowing the NIC to obtain these



The courses they perform described provide for each teaching module lesson of theory and
practice at sea that take place both before going out to sea and after a debring will be held that will
focus on what has been learned in the lesson.
The lessons therefore take place in the following ways:
On-site and use of blackboard, didactic handouts such as the FIV Student Manual, scale model of
the boat, use of PPT presentations, audio visuals etc. and are preparatory to the sea trips that
follow immediately.
At sea with the help of a cabin boat enabled for offshore navigation over 50 NM designed to
support the Ocris provided for in the indications of the FIV for the Offshore Courses.
Webinar On line - via the internet. In addition, it will also be possible to participate in gods - which
will be held periodically with topics of life on board and sailing but also sea stories that lend
themselves well to being followed in this way.

School of Sea, Sailing .. of Life!



PRACTICE: during the practical exercise that involves going out to sea, all crew members alternate between
maneuvers, exchanging roles and positions, including steering the boat at the helm. All crew members must be
Official Sailing Federation Administration registered and covered by the relevant insurance. The course will be
held by an Certified Instructor qualified for the Off Shore Sailing Training. This allows you to be aware of the
various sailing maneuvers in the various roles in order to be active members and crew in the management of a
sailing boat.
Lessons are planned, depending on the type of course chosen, in sessions lasting:

2 h per lesson (drift)
or
4h - ½ day (cabin cruiser)

From theory ..to practice on the Sea!



“Sailing TOGETHER WITHOUT BARRIERS” 
Program Sailing for Disabled Adults

The didactic process will consist of several phases. A first purely theoretical phase, where the participants will

have the opportunity to get to know the boats through which they will then "take to the sea". This process will

take place in the classroom for subsequent practical sea trials. This knowledge will obviously be accompanied

and integrated with hints on the technical nomenclature of the sailing activity; the subjects must in fact be

familiar with the materials used and must develop the ability to recognize and use them in navigation. Contextual

or immediately following will be the phase relating to the didactic lessons in the classroom relating to the hints

of meteorology (winds, perturbations, etc.).Finally, we will move on to a phase where theory and practice will

merge: the primary purpose is in fact to "put the project recipients

in the boat" in the shortest possible time, giving them the

opportunity to learn the seafaring art directly "on the field. ". An

inductive method will be preferred, which increases the degree of

involvement and interest of the beneficiaries to the highest levels.

In this regard, many technical-theoretical lessons will be carried

out directly on the boat, in order to have a direct comparison

between theory and practice.



• support the growth process of young people in difficulty
and in problematic situations for
prevent and reduce socio-cultural discomfort;
• teach how to share and respect the rules (roles and
responsibilities);
• promote healthy and positive lifestyles;
• educate course participants in team work (become crew);
• support and help the growth process of minors in
difficulty, making the most of their potential
and resources;
• encourage the acquisition of new knowledge, skills and
interests;
• support the ability to socialize and collaborate;
• promote integration, inclusion and rehabilitation;
• activate paths of environmental education, knowledge of
the marine environment and new forms of man - nature
relationship;

“Sailing TOGETHER WITHOUT BARRIERS” 
The presence of one or more IVF instructors will be necessary precisely for these purposes; both for 

the subdivision of groups and tasks both for the safe performance of sea trips.



Adult Sailing Courses 
drift or cabin cruiser

Advanced 

Proficeint

Basic



Adult Sailing Courses - Drift -

Boat (i.e): Trident

Length f.t .: mt. 4.99
Width: mt. 1.92
Min weight: 135 kg
Sail area: 15.50 square meters + spinnaker
Designer: C N. Adriatico(ITA)
Project Year: 1989

Fom 18 to 80 age
Designed to let anyone, regardless of age, experience the
wonderful sensations of a drift, the Trident is a very safe but at the
same time performing boat, ideal for learning; preparatory, and
then try experiences on offshore boats. The course levels are:

Basic
Why does a sailboat move? The gaits, the elementary maneuvers
and the concept of crew. With this course you will be master of the
fundamental elements for a safe management of a sailboat.

Proficient
Also on these boats the Spinnaker is armed! 8 lessons to learn
how to do it and to discover how a boat becomes performing
thanks to the use of this sail.

Advanced
After having acquired notions, safety and dexterity, it's time to go
boating alone! For the entire duration of the course you will sail
without an instructor on board.

Duration: 16 hours each:
8 daytime lessons Theory + Practice - 2 / h per lesson in the w.e.



Adult Sailing Courses 
- cabin cruis-

IMBARCAZIONE: Sun Odyssey 45.2

Length f.t .: mt. 14.00
Width: mt. 4.48
Draft 2mt.
Sail area: 95sqm + gennaker 
150sqm
Shipyard: Jeanneau (FRA)
Year 2000
Number of crew students: 8

Aimed at the knowledge and conduct of a sailing cruiser and its
maneuvers in navigation. The courses cover all the fundamental
aspects of the crew maneuvers of a sailing cruiser, in order to be active
members in the management of a sailing boat. It is aimed at everyone:
to those who want to learn the rudiments of sailing but also to those
who have already sailed want to refresh and consolidate the
techniques. So it is ideal both for beginners who want to "test" for the
first time a navigation experience in view of future courses / sailing
school, and for those who want to better understand if they like life on a
sailing boat in view of a cruise. or for future purchase of a sailing
cabin.
Introduction Course
The course is aimed at the knowledge and conduct of a sailing cruiser
and its essential maneuvers in navigation. The course covers the
fundamental aspects of crew maneuvers of a sailing cruiser, in order to
be active members in the management of a sailing boat and also to be
able to access the higher technical andsporting courses.
Basic course
The Basic Course is designed for those who have already attended the
Sailing Course or the Nautical License Course and want to continue to
improve their sailing experience and practice.
Expert and Advanced Courses: Pre Cruise, Cruise, OffShore, etc.
Courses aimed at the Coastal or Offshore Cruise which involve the
conduct of a sailing cruiser during a crewed navigation. The courses
are held in various ways according to and also include coastal and
offshore navigation designed to experience sailing at 360 ° and to learn
all aspects of life on a crewed boat.
Duration: 16/32 hours each: 8/10 daytime lessons with Theory +
Practice - 4 / h per lesson - depending on the type of course chosen… ..
to follow the various types.



SAILING COURSES PROGRAMS   - Cabin 
cruiser

- INTRODUCTION SAILING COURSE - 1st LEVEL    
Duration: 1-2 days (16 hours) - 4 daytime lessons Theory + Practice - 4 / h per lesson in the w.e. - Saturday 
or Sunday: morning o    afternoon. possibility also on midweek afternoons-

- BASIC COURSE - LEISURE AND REGATTA - 2nd LEVEL   
Duration: 5-6 days (30-36 hours) - 8 daytime lessons Theory + Practice - 4 / h per lesson in the w.e. -
Saturday or Sunday:   morning or afternoon. Possibility also on midweek afternoons.

- PRE-CRUISING COURSE - LEISURE – 3rd LEVEL 
Duration: 5-6 days (30-36 hours) - 8 daytime lessons Theory + Practice - 4 / h per lesson in the w.e. -
Saturday or Sunday:    morning or afternoon. Possibility also on midweek afternoons. Possibility of an 
intensive course of one    weekend - Friday evening ÷ Sunday afternoon evening) -> navigation destination 
to other ports and bays.    Life and Overnight on the boat.

-



OFFICE SAILING COURSES PROGRAMS - Cabin 
cruiser

- COASTAL CRUISE COURSE - LEISURE - 4th LEVEL

Duration: 5-6 days (30-36 hours) - Intensive course on weekends - departure Friday evening ÷ return Sunday 
afternoon evening) -> with itinerant navigation destination towards other ports and / or bays. Life and Overnight 
on the boat

- HIGH-ALTITUDE CRUISE COURSE (THE GREAT BLUE) - LEISURE - 5th LEVEL

Duration: 5-6 days (30-36 hours) - Intensive course with - departure Friday evening ÷ return Sunday afternoon 
evening) -> with navigation destination beyond 12Mn / view of the coast. Life and Overnight on the boat

- ON BOARD METEOROLOGY COURSE

Prerequisite: the course is aimed at those who have already acquired the fundamentals of sailing having already 
participated in Offshore Sailing Courses which includes navigation and exercises on board. Duration: 3 days - 24 / 
h with 4 / h per lesson.



SAILING INTRODUCTION COURS           Pleasure Regatta - 1st level -
Cabin Cruiser

Prerequisites: being able to swim and be familiar with the water, none of the sports technicians.
Duration: 1-2 days (8-16 hours)
Participants: adults or children (from 14 years) in the maximum number required by the certification of the 
boat used.
Boats: any bulb cabin cruiser available to the sailing school.
Weather conditions indicated: light / medium wind, preferably sunny.
Objectives: basic safety (how to get on and off and how to stay on board), use of the life buoy, use and 
behavior of the rudder
• Take care of clothing
• Getting to know the boat inside and out
• Basics: luffing and bearing away, hauling and letting go of the tack
• Participate in unmooring and mooring (ropes, fenders, etc.) as instructed by the instructor
• Know the sails supplied for the day, the sheets and the halyards used.
• First navigation, steer to a target
• First knots: Savoy and spoken
• While navigating, change the course to different targets

The course is aimed at the knowledge and conduct of a sailing cruiser and its
essential maneuvers in navigation. The course covers the fundamental aspects of
the crew maneuvers of a sailing cruiser, in order to be active members in the
management of a sailing boat and also to be able to access the higher technical
and sporting courses.



SAILING BASIC COURSE                           - Pleasure and Regatta -
2nd level - Cabin Cruiser 1/2

The Basic Course is designed for those who have already attended
the Sailing Course or the Nautical License Course and want to
continue to improve their experience and sailing practice.
Prerequisites: being able to swim and be familiar with the water, no
sports technician.
Duration: 5-6 days (30-36 hours).
Participants: adults or children (from 14 years) in the maximum
number required by the certification of the boat used.

Weather conditions: light / medium wind
• Take care of clothing
• First knots: Savoy and spoken
• Getting to know the boat inside (use of the bathroom) and outside
• Basics: luffing and bearing away, hauling and letting go of the tack
• Participate in unmooring and mooring (ropes, fenders, etc.) as instructed by the instructor
• Know the sails supplied for the day, the sheets and the halyards used.
• First navigation, steer to a target
• Basics: windward, leeward
• Knots: bow tie, cleat knot
• Arming of the boat assisted by the instructor
• The wind as a reference: real, apparent, speed

% continua



• Upwind and crosswind sailing
• Close-hauled and bow tacking
• Reach and downwind
• The tack downwind, shot down
• Use of fixed points for sailing (buoys, islands)
• Stop the boat
• The buoy grip
• The reduction of sail by changing the jib or 
using the furling jib
• The reduction of sail of the mainsail, the 
taking of reefs
• Hints of correspondence; prepare a route 
using the map with the aim of reaching a cove 
or an island for lunch.
• Sail anchor in the harbor

SAILING BASIC COURSE - Pleasure and Regatta - 2nd level - Cabin 
Cruiser 2/2



SAILING PRE-CRUISING COURSE      - Pleasure - 3rd

level - Cabin Cruiser
This is the introductory course to the Coastal Cruise is aimed at

conducting a sailing cruiser during a multi-day itinerant navigation along
the coast with crew. The course takes place over 1 weekend which includes
boarding on Friday evening and returning to port on Sunday afternoon. It
allows you to experience sailing at 360 ° and to learn all aspects of life on a
crewed cruise.

Prerequisite: have acquired the basic notions and techniques, the main maneuvers and gaits, be able to
swim and be familiar with the water.

Duration 5-6 days (30-36 hours)

General Objectives: to develop techniques and maneuvers typical of a cruising boat using cabin cruisers
that allow training in a simple, immediate and safe way.

• Weather evaluation and correct rigging of the boat, • Tasks and roles during unmooring and mooring •
Review and consolidation of the fundamental maneuvers • Review of the operations of sail and jib
reductions, • Theoretical and practical development for correct use spinnaker and gennaker (depending on
the boat available) • Rotation of tasks and roles during unmooring and mooring considering the possible bad
wind. • Roles and tasks in anchoring at anchor • Boat stationary. Buoy catch • Review of all the theoretical
and practical activities carried out.



SAILING COASTAL CRUISE COURSE - Pleasure - 4th level - Cabin Cruiser    
1/2

Prerequisite: to have acquired the management of a small cabin cruiser in all gaits and maneuvers
fundamental including the reduction of sail, anchors and moorings
Duration 5-6 days (30-36 hours)
Participants: adults or children (from 14 years) in the maximum number foreseen by the certification
of the boat used
Weather conditions: light / medium / strong wind
General Objectives:
learn the techniques of conducting / navigating a cabin cruiser suitable for coastal cruises
within 12 miles from the coast assisted by an instructor on board.

The Coastal Cruise course is aimed at conducting a sailing cabin cruiser during a
multi-day cruise on a crewed COASTAL CRUISE. The course takes place over
1 weekend which includes boarding on Friday evening and returning to port on
Sunday afternoon. The days will be alternated with moments of study with
briefing and de-briefing, practice, relaxation and recreation. The possibility of
living on board as well as being stimulated allows you to live life on a crewed
cruise.

% 



• The theoretical and practical themes in the training 
program:

- Safety on board; personal and collective equipment available; correct use - Notes on First Aid; study of
the medicine box supplied - Acquisition and analysis of the meteo chart - Theory of the boat; the forces at
play - Navigation: reading a nautical chart, plotting the course, sanding with the aid of a compass from -
Survey, squares and compasses - Use of on-board electronic instruments - Correct use of radio
communications with the on-board VHF - Correct use of the on-board toilet - Study of the boat plan:
electrical, hydraulic and gas circuits - Inboard engine management; small maintenance interventions - The
galley on board; fill in a galley consistent with the crew on board; particular attention to intolerances and
preferences to develop a peaceful coexistence - Reduction of glazing - Correct use of spinnaker and / or
gennaker - Man overboard maneuvers (fender with bucket connected) with the method required in the
examination sessions and alternative method - Prepare and use a log book - Unmooring and mooring
autonomously with maneuvers parallel to the quay or stern with the mooring lines or anchor - Anchoring
with sail and motor in the roadstead and where possible in the port.

SAILING  COASTAL CRUISE COURSE               - Pleasure    - 4th level -
Cabin Cruiser    2/2



OFF SHORE SAILING CRUISE COURSE (the Big Blue) - Pleasure - 5th level – Cabin Cruise   1/2

The Off Shore Sailing Course is proposed to people who have already
sailed, or completed Coastal Cruise Courses who want to acquire
autonomy in managing a boat. The entire course is centered on the
central theme of offshore navigation and navigation exercises are
planned over 12 NM from the coast, also with shifts carried out in pairs
of two students, to better compete with the ability to manage
navigation with a small crew. Duration 5-6 days (30-36 hours). Weather
conditions: light / medium / strong windGeneral Objectives: 

learn the techniques of conducting / navigating independently of a cabin cruiser suitable foroffshore
cruises without navigation limits from the coast assisted by an instructor on board. 

This course is a prerequisite for obtaining the unlimited Nautical License.

• The theoretical and practical themes on the program:

- Safety on board: personal equipment or how to activate a life jacket self-inflating and replace the canister 
and cartridge correctly. Safety collective endowments tools and study of correct use.

%



OFF SHORE SAILING CRUISE COURSE (the Big Blue) - Pleasure - 5th level – Cabin Cruise     2/2

- boat evacuation exercise using tender - First Aid: prepare a CIRM intervention (International Radio
Medical Center) - prepare a card with the day's tasks including the guards - prepare the boat and crew and
carry out one or more night navigation - acquisition and analysis weather map with hypotheses of route -
instrumental navigation - navigation: reading a nautical chart, plotting the route, sandpapering with the aid
of a bearing compass, squares and compasses - correct use of radio communications with the on-board
VHF - toilet maintenance of on-board - maintenance interventions on: electrical, hydraulic and gas circuits
- maintenance interventions on inboard engine during navigation: impeller and - belt replacement, engine
and gearbox oil levels and coolant check. - watermaker management if present - generator management if
present - the galley on board considering long voyages and therefore - prepare the boat and crew for
navigation in bad weather - correct use of spinnaker and / or gennaker - man overboard recovery
maneuvers - prepare and use a log book - unmooring and mooring autonomously with maneuvers parallel
to the quay or stern with the trappa or anchor - motor anchoring in the roadstead (sailing where possible)

The theoretical and practical 
themes 

in the training program:



ON BOARD  METEOROLOGY COURSE  - Adult Pleasure
The meteorology course is a course that allows you to relate the
meteorological aspects applied to nautical activity and specifically to
sailing activity. The understanding of the main ones on a global scale
and their declinations at the local level, in order to be able to provide a
set of reference points to orient oneself in knowing how to predict and
understand the weather in different areas of the Mediterranean. The
course, also being practical with on-board activities, tries to prepare to
be flexible (but prepared) in the face of forecasts convinced of the wide
margin of unpredictability / possibility and change, more than sure of
being able to obtain absolutely precise information for safe navigation.

With whom: Certified Sailing Federation Instructor and Meteorology
Expert Matter

Topics covered:

1) the formation of clouds, their classification, their effects.

2) the comparison between the main four air masses that are the basis of the main meteorological 
phenomena of the Mediterranean and reflection on their interactions.

3) front systems and main baric configurations.

4) synoptic maps, study of symbols and forecasting paths. Recurring situations.

5) The force of the wind, winds, thermal breezes and local influences (accelerations, deviations, shelters 
and unexpected catabatic effects).

6) The state of the sea, fetches, rogue waves and other misfortunes.

7) Bulletins, forecast cards, measurement scales and warning signs.



6. DAILY SAILING LESSONS INDIVIDUAL / GROUP

6.1 Lesson duration 4 / h - Saturday / Sunday, single or group6.

2 Lesson duration 8 / h - Saturday / Sunday, single or group

SAILING STAGE FOR EXPERTS

16 hours of training each one - 2 Theory + Practice lessons of 8 hours (e.g. two consecutive 
Saturdays, or Saturday and Sunday in a single weekend).

 Anchoring and Mooring

 Day-Night Navigation

 Security and Emergencies

 Autonomy Skipper

Sea School - SAILING ADD  COURSES  PROGRAMS -
Cabin cruiser



Sea School  - Program 6 – Daily Sailing
Lessons

TEACHING:
Educational path structured on several levels, depending on the knowledge and interests from initiation, to
advanced to improvement. planned one or more ad hoc lessons, with the ultimate goal of acquiring new skills
with a practical approach.
DURATION:
Half day trip: 4 hours on weekends (Saturday or Sunday) from 9.00-13.00 or 14.00 -18.00 - TBD.
Daily output: ± 8 hours on weekends (Saturday or Sunday) from 9.00 to 18.00.
ITINERARIES: Outputs according to the number of hours available and the weather in the coastal waters of:
Gulf of Catania towards: Simeto- Baia di Arcile - Brucoli or Riviera dei Ciclopi towards: Acitrezza, Capo Mulini,
S. M. La Scala.

It is possible to plan lessons by accepting the particular requests of
the students and to organize:

 individual sailing lessons.

 couple lessons.

 group lessons.

Educational activity program best suited to your needs, with
maximum organizational flexibility. Possibility of organizing an
educational sailing trip, to review, refine techniques and
maneuvers, or deepen specific technical topics.



Sea School  - Program 7  - Expert Sailing Stage 1/5

Duration: 16 hours of theory and practice 
training - 2 lessons of 8 hours, for example 
on two consecutive Saturdays, or Saturday 
and Sunday in a single weekend.
Minimum crew member: 4 participants for 
each single edition of the Stage.

Number 4 types of STAGEs:

1. Anchoring and Mooring 

2. Day-Night Navigation

3. Security and Emergencies 

4. Autonomy Skipper



Sea School - Program 7 - Expert Sailing Stage 2/5

STAGE n. 1 - Anchoring and Mooring

Activities:
Even for those who already have a good sailing experience, the moment of entering the port and mooring
is certainly the most "feared", due to the difficulty of maneuvering a boat in confined spaces, especially
in the presence of wind.
This course will deal with all the issues relating to sailing and mooring and unmooring maneuvers on the
quay and at anchor, with the "tricks" to solve critical situations and ample space for questions and
personal experiences.
The goal is to overcome insecurities and fears, learning to prepare, set up and execute the maneuvers
correctly, executing them in safe conditions for the crew and the boat, to be able to enjoy their outings at
sea and cruise in complete tranquility.



Sea School - Program 7 - Expert Sailing Stage 3/5

Objectives: This course includes teaching activities on planning and managing night navigation. Experiencing night
sailing has a special charm for any sailor. The aim of the course is to achieve a good command of the techniques and
special precautions necessary for a correct and safe night navigation in any weather and climate conditions, with great
attention to safety and a good knowledge of the maneuvers on board.

During the hours of darkness, we train ourselves in observing the coast and maritime signals, we practice the
recognition of all the units that we meet during navigation, we experiment with guard shifts.

Equipment: electronic instruments are used to aid night navigation such as GSP, RADAR and AIS and techniques to
avoid collisions, collisions, grounding, etc. The cruise training starts on Friday evening and ends on Sunday afternoon,
with night navigation on Friday and Saturday night.

Duration: 16 hours of theory and practice training - 2 lessons of 8 hours, for example on two consecutive Saturdays, or 
Saturday and Sunday in a single weekend.
Minimum crew member: 4 participants for each single edition of the Stage.

STAGE n.2  - Day-Night Navigation



Sea School - Program 7 - Expert Sailing Stage 
4/5STAGE n. 3 - Security and Emergencies

This course includes didactic activities of planning and management of SAFETY and EMERGENCIES in
navigation and related maneuvers according to the international standards ISAF Offshore Personal Survival
Training Course.

The course provides for the instruction of the person for all emergencies that may occur at sea, which must
provide safety for the naval unit and for the people on board. How to draw up a SAFETY PLAN on board, how
to deal with navigation in bad weather; how to use the safety equipment, what to do in the event of a fire on
board (which fire extinguishers to use); main failures during navigation and how to deal with them; first aid

and what to do in case of MOB Emergency (man overboard) and in case of Abandoned Ship;

Duration: 16 hours of theory and practice training - 2 lessons of 8 hours, for example on two 
consecutive Saturdays, or Saturday and Sunday in a single weekend.
Minimum crew member: 4 participants for each single edition of the Stage.



Sea School - Program 7 - Expert Sailing Stage 5/5

This course provides educational activities for those who, with or without a boat license, want to start going out
"alone", with other members of their crew as well as friends and family. Tricks, tricks and lots of practice, to
learn how to manage coastal navigation and face the unexpected without stress. A real "intensive training" in
which the 360 degree view of the boat is perfected, to carry out the maneuvers with a small crew, learning to
coordinate the crew. The course is "practical and operational" and is carried out starting from the prior
recognition of the level of knowledge possessed by the participants in order to maximize the teaching
effectiveness and ensure the increase in the degree of skill and ability. Ideal as a refresher and improvement
between one sailing course and another, and to prepare for summer sailing and to manage the rental of boats
with or without professional skipper.
Duration: 16 hours of theory and practice training - 2 lessons of 8 hours, for example on two consecutive 
Saturdays, or Saturday and Sunday in a single weekend.
Minimum crew member: 4 participants for each single edition of the Stage.

STAGE n. 4 - Autonomy Skipper


